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Statement of Confidentiality and Disclosure



The business model is destined to

evolve into open-banking. The fintech

is designed to protect all customer

accounts with physical bullion, by

allocating the same amount of value in

bullion as the total amount in fiat and/or

crypto currency deposited into the

account balance by the user.

The BULLIONBLOCK App will allow

seamless access to users funds and grant

them the ability to direct them wherever

required, including other existing bank

accounts.

In addition, unlike traditional banking, this

platform is not tied to one specific

government and or country – it is not tied

to one specific currency and it is not tied

to any specific bank. Therefore, it is

completely crisis proof.



BULLIONBLOCK is registered with AUSTRAC, and currently in the process of obtaining a Financial Services license in Australia from

Australian Investment Securities Commission (ASIC), as a business that will provide remittance services to customers using its own

systems and processes, independent of a remittance network.

The BULLIONBLOCK money services Blockchain platform will offer a worldwide Gold and Silver Bullion-backed FinTech by obtaining the

Money Service Operators License (MSOs) from the Commissioner of Customs & Excise Department (CCE) of Hong Kong, and a Money-

Changer and Remittance License from the Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS).

After extensive legal consultation the founding team has selected Hong Kong for the launch of the BULLIONBLOCK FinTech Ecosystem

for the following reasons: Hong Kong has all the ingredients necessary to become the global and regional FinTech hub. The Hong Kong

government has planned to capitalize on financial technology to keep its leading position as one of the world’s top financial centres.

But unlike other major FinTech hot spots such as London, New York and Singapore that have positioned themselves as true disruptors,

Hong Kong has instead opted for a more collaborative approach, Hong Kong is ranked as one of the strongest start-up hubs in the world,

and leading the way as a innovative fintech hub.

The founding team is currently planning and assessing all opportunities to establish the R&D Lab in Malta. The Maltese Parliament

approved three important bills on the 26th June 2018 that aims to create the right ecosystem where Blockchain companies can flourish

and prosper. Malta also has the ambition of becoming the “Blockchain Island”, and has established itself as a innovative leader on the

global blockchain stage.

With the realisation of this strategic objective we have held ongoing discussions with Deloitte in Malta throughout 2018 for setup of the

BULLIONBLOCK business in Malta that covered tax advantages and the Maltese Government support available for our company to

establish its HQ for the EU operations in Malta.

The founders have incorporated BULLIONBLOCK and Crypto Mint in Australia with plans to set up and operate the decentralized

Exchange, and PR/Marketing subsidiary office for the company. BULLIONBLOCK is a registered company in Hong Kong and Singapore,

with further plans of incorporating the holding company (ANICETUS Pte Ltd) for all subsidiaries in Singapore, the Gold-Hub of Asia.



BULLIONBLOCK creates the opportunity for the financially excluded, under banked and unbanked people of

the world to connect with modern markets, and this will create a new source for growth to fuel the global

economy.

Current transaction cost of remittances is about 7% as compared to World Bank target of below 3%. By using

Blockchain, the intermediaries will be eliminated reducing cost. Our aim is to process 3% of cross-border

remittances by year 2025. During the period of 2019-2025, we will develop new Fintech payment solutions

using Blockchain to increase our revenue and grow our network through the formation of partnerships

worldwide with banks and payment agents. We will be providing services through our e-Wallet app which will

be compatible with smart-phones, tablets and desktops.

Open banking initiatives such as PSD2 combined with Stellar Blockchain technology allows for the

consecutive processing of thousands of transactions in real-time (2-5 sec) at low cost. 200% CAGR of

Blockchain wallet users in the previous 3 years plus expected high economic growth in emerging economies

of Asia and Africa will create an excellent opportunity from a business perspective.

The first target market of BULLIONBLOCK is the cross-border remittance market which has grown at CAGR

of 2.37% in last 5 years, and forecasts estimate that US$740 billion will be sent in global remittances annually

by the year 2025. Currently only 10% of remittances are being sent through digital channels, this will scale to

double digits at the rate of about 19% CAGR. This service will be provided on Cashcrossborders.com, a

subsidiary of BULLIONBLOCK LTD.

During the period of 2019-2025, we will develop new Fintech payment solutions using Blockchain to increase

our revenue and grow our network through the formation of partnerships worldwide.

With the uncertainty we are witnessing in the world around geopolitics and the economy, Gold and Silver

physical Bullion will continue to be the safe haven asset of choice for governments, banks, investors, traders

and the general public.



Developed to disrupt the world of banking, BULLIONBLOCK opens-up limitless possibilities. 

BULLIONBLOCK is a revolutionary peer-to-

peer ecosystem that redefines mobile financial

services.

A digital financial services app that allows

users from around the world to store, send and

manage their BULLIONBLOCK (Money) from

their mobile device.

BULLIONBLOCK aims to offer simple, easy and

transparent digital online financial services and

products in real-time that truly meet customers’ need.

Our fintech ecosystem will be leveraging state-of-art

mobile payment technology around the BullionBlock e-

Wallet app, that is designed to be a seamless enjoyable

eye-opening experience that customers have never had

in the past.



A BULLIONBLOCK Account is essentially a
Borderless Bank Account. In other words, like a
local bank account in any country, but all over
the world.

The BULLIONBLOCK e-Wallet is a multi-
currency account that will eventually hold
money in over 100 different fiat currencies along
with all the main stable-cryptocurrencies.

One account to pay bills, send money, receive
money, trade and conduct business transactions,
and/or spend money all around the world.

Our low transparent fees saves the user money
by converting between the currencies at the real
live exchange rates, with NO hidden fees we will
be much cheaper than the banks and other
current financial institutions.

BULLIONBLOCK is a decentralized (physical) Gold and
Silver backed platform, in other words, a Bullion standard
FinTech global payment gateway and stable digital currency
(stablecoin) to be established on www.BullionBlock.Cash and
www.CashCrossBorders.com with its own decentralized
exchange, the Crypto Mint www.CryptoMint.Exchange

The multifaceted company is the end-to-end financial-
preservation solution for the current global, interconnected,
debt driven broken down monetary system that is enslaving
the general public worldwide.

The BULLIONBLOCK FinTech will provide beneficial
services for all members of all communities regardless of
geographical location or political governance.

With Blockchain Technology the world market is now easily
accessible, and due to its common FinTech and neo-banking
regulatory framework, this allows the possibility to service all
corners of the planet.
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Mobile Digital 
Payment 
Gateway 

Remittances, P2P 

transactions and instant 

Payments to service the 

global on-demand 

economy.

Decentralized 
Exchange 

Smart contract enabled  

and architecturally 

advanced for global 

traders.

CryptoMint.Exchange
BullionBlock.TechCashCrossBorders.com

BullionBlock.Cash

Lab 

Design, Evaluation, 

R+D and new 

Blockchain concepts. 

https://www.cryptomint.exchange/
https://www.bullionblock.tech/
https://www.cashcrossborders.com/
https://www.bullionblock.cash/


Lab

Blockchain

FinTech

DEX

AI

Blockchain

Cryptocurrency

Big Data

We are focused on end-to-end value
propositions encompassing our platform
for all devices that enhance digital
customer experiences.

PHONE TABLET DESKTOP



Our integrated digital fintech ecosystem includes mobile digital financial services, payment gateway and international remittances to

service the global on-demand economy.

The BULLIONBLOCK startup will operate two fintech payment gateway platforms to the global market, the CashCrossBorders.com

fintech is a SWIFT service, and the BullionBlock.cash fintech is a Blockchain service.

The company fintech model will disrupt the global online payments market with a set of tools that includes: the QR code scanning

BullionBlock e-Wallet as a desktop and mobile App with a linked virtual and physical Debit card for international remittances and

payment solutions, along with the integrated Crypto Mint DEX for peer-to-peer functions and live currency exchange.

The company plans to launch further fintech tools including mPOS, along with easily accessible wearable technologies (lifetech). This

wearable lifetech will make peer-to-peer communication and information exchange effortless, thus making seamless financial

transactions in a fraction of a second.

Our platform will make exceptional use of this customer-centric designed technology to further evolve the fintech platform that provides

new digital customer experiences.

The competitive advantage of the BULLIONBLOCK ecosystem will create customer on-boarding at a rapid rate by offering a unique

value proposition to the consumer market. The company has a globally scalable revenue-driving business growth strategy. Our fintech

digital transaction functions are user-friendly which are easy to make, low-cost, instant and secure, on a multilingual platform.

www.CashCrossBorders.com 

www.BullionBlock.Cash



Stellar | Global Blockchain Network

BULLIONBLOCK will use the Stellar distributed ledger technology network for fast, low cost financial services around the globe to

launch the www.BullionBlock.Cash fintech platform.

We are currently in the testing stage of our fork into Stellar, and have installed our specifically designed API code on the Stellar

network. This will enable BULLIONBLOCK to radically decrease operating costs and working capital requirement, thus add value to our

customers and for our company. Anyone can send money from anywhere on any device to different countries quickly, for a fraction of

the current fees in the market place.

Our company will have capability to provide a reduced transaction costs at minimum 70% of current costs to the user, depending on

region and country this reduction is much higher. Each transaction is resolved in 5 seconds, thus enabling BULLIONBLOCK to facilitate

transparent and instant secure low-cost financial transactions between different currencies.

RemitAnywhere | Global Swift Network

BULLIONBLOCK has entered into an affiliate partnership with RemitAnywhere Inc. the US-based provider of Money Service platform

software. RemitAnywhere is the largest fully integrated worldwide disbursement network for person to person money transfers,

integrated with payment process providers and banks to send money anywhere in the world.

This strategic alliance will ensure BULLIONBLOCK launches the www.CashCrossBorders.com fintech platform with strengthened

core services into the existing markets available through RemitAnywhere, and enables the company to extend the business to new

markets worldwide through their affiliated network in over 50 countries.



The Crypto Mint Decentralized Exchange (CMDEX) subsidiary is BULLIONBLOCK’s architecturally advanced, smart-
contract enabled exchange for providing instant physical Bullion backed liquidity to the fintech network. The company will
launch the decentralized exchange on its own website www.cryptomint.exchange

The CMDEX functions as a gateway exchange between the selected-fiat currencies and stable-cryptocurrencies deposits in the
Bullion-backed BULLIONBLOCK platform. The Crypto Mint fiat-to-crypto exchange will operate from Australia as a secure
and accessible gateway for mainstream global users.

CMDEX users have a clear and direct route for exchanging their cash into Bullion-backed cryptocurrency assets and back
again. Doing so requires nothing more than a mobile phone and a CMDEX account accessed via the BullionBlock e-Wallet,
which will be free to download and signup.

The user can manage their financial activity using the various suite of tools available in our seamless and secure BullionBlock
e-Wallet. The e-Wallet features include:

 Cash in/out instantly 
 Instant international and local payments
 mPOS and API integrations
 Store both crypto and fiat currencies
 Send or receive peer-to-peer loans 
 Merchant payments using NFC technology
 Online purchases and in-person payments
 Pay for bills, and services remotely 
 Pay suppliers, staff and contractors
 Trade Coins/Tokens using the built-in DEX
 Linked Direct Debit - virtual & physical
 ATM Usage with the attached Debit card
 Transaction Account History
 Live 24/7 Customer Service - Concierge 



BULLIONBLOCK will launch a private, digital, decentralized Gold and Silver Exchange that will be known as Crypto Mint 
during in Q3 2019. 

The BULLIONBLOCK digital currency, BullionBlock-Stablecoin will only be available on the Crypto Mint Decentralized 
Exchange (CMDEX) and will not be seeking to join any other exchanges.

The Crypto Mint DEX is a key feature in our Gold and Silver Bullion-backed Blockchain (BULLIONBLOCK) worldwide 
Payment Gateway and Remittance App.

All User accounts will have an optional 2fa security for extra peace of mind. Our company's exchange (Crypto Mint) will not
allow any bartering, and it will operate a 24/7 Customer-Service Centre that will be based in Singapore; to protect the well-
being of our Members (Users), and to also protect the integrity of our Blockchain platform authenticity.

The trading exchange will operate under the BULLIONBLOCK KYC (Know Your Customer) policy to provide a stable and
reliable platform for our Users, and it will deliver high quality, honest and secure recession-positive fast service. Our
exchange will provide a digital record of the open transaction for accountability.

•The CMDEX will operate as a ‘Peer-To-peer’ (P2P) ‘decentralized’ exchange operated and maintained exclusively by
software, although overseen and managed by key staff and an experienced technical team.

•Crypto Mint is an Australian registered business and will operate from Melbourne. The business entity (Crypto Mint) has
been registered with AUSTRAC. The company have commenced preparing the ASIC application for a digital currency
exchange services license, to offer services that are regulated under Australia’s AML/CTF regime and licensing authority.

www.cryptomint.exchange



E-Wallet & Debit Card    
Account  App

FEATURES

 P2P Money Transfers

 Worldwide Remittance

 Cash deposit

 Cash withdrawal

 Merchant purchases

 Account balance queries

 Transaction Account History

 DEX - Exchange

 Bill payment

 Personal & Business Accounts

Your Smart | Borderless 

Account

 Smart Digital Money Account

 Personal Crypto and Fiat 
multicurrency e-Wallet

 Personal Debit Card – Linked 
to e-Wallet

 Send, Receive and Withdraw 
worldwide

 Exchange currencies inside 
the App

 Peer-To-Peer Transactions

 Use any ATM worldwide

Business Smart | Borderless 

Account

 Smart Digital Financial Account

 Business Crypto and Fiat 
multicurrency e-Wallet

 Business Debit Card – Linked to 
Business e-Wallet

 Manage cash-flow and income 
Account Statement

 mPOS app for retailers

 Direct Debit facility 



App Design





The Crypto Mint BULLIONBLOCK

ecosystem will be vital to improving the

economy of these regions, thus raising

the global GDP.

Based on World Bank data, the average

cost of sending money in 2017 was

7.2%, more than double the 3% UN

sustainable development goal.

We will solve this problem by providing

reduced fees of under 3% for all our

digital financial services.



$6OO billion+  
Global Remittance Market

4 billion+ 
Smart-Phone Users

2 billion+ 
Financially Excluded People

Current Global Unbanked & Underbanked People

Expected to top 5 billion users by 2019

Future projected market to top US$740 billion by 2025



“ As Airbnb completely upended the travel and hospitality 

business, and as Uber disrupted the Taxi industry…

BULLIONBLOCK will do likewise to the Money Services and 

Remittance Business industry. ”



Blockchain Chamber 

of Commerce (USA)

International Decentralized Association of 

Cryptocurrency and Blockchain (EU)

BLOCKCHAIN ASSOCIATION 
OF AUSTRALIA

Proud Members Of

HM Treasury  
Women In Finance Charter (UK)

CAMBODIAN ASSOCIATION FOR MINING & 
EXPLORATION COMPANIES



BULLIONBLOCK HONG KONG

office@bullionblock.hk

BULLIONBLOCK AUSTRALIA

office@bullionblock.com.au

BULLIONBLOCK SINGAPORE

office@bullionblock.sg

www.bullionblock.ltd

www.bullionblock.io


